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Abstract

The aim of this work was to quantify the intensity of sediment mixing induced by the gallery-diffusor (functional bioturbation

group) Hediste diversicolor as a function of density, using particles tracers (luminophores). In order to assess the impact of density

on sediment reworking, a 1-D model was used to obtain sediment reworking coefficients such as Db (biodiffusion-like) and r

(biotransport). Densities used in this experiment corresponded to population densities observed in the sampling area (Saint-Antoine

Canal, Gulf of Fos, France): 144, 288, 577, 1153 indiv/m2. At first, results showed that neither luminophore maximum burying

depth nor the more marked tracer accumulation areas were influenced by density. Thus density did not seem to have any influence

on size of galleries or complexity of structure. Then, density-dependent relations with Db (biodiffusion-like mixing) and r

(biotransport) were highlighted with an observed process intensity rate twice as high at highest worm density. On the other hand,

Db and r per capita coefficients were negatively influenced by density. Db and r per capita at highest density were equal to ∼20%

of individual Db and r obtained at the lowest density. Finally, this study showed the importance of density which appears to be a

key parameter in the functioning of the sedimentary ecosystem.
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1. Introduction

By modifying the physical, chemical and biological

sediment properties, the bioturbation activities of the

organisms within soft sediments play a major role in the

functioning of marine and limnic ecosystems (Aller,

1982; Posey et al., 1991; Richardson et al., 2002; Kitano

et al., 2003; Webb and Eyre, 2004). The active

bioturbation processes such as construction of biogenic

structures, irrigation of burrows, sediment mixing and

production of fecal pellets influence the distribution and

the fate of organic matter at the water–sediment inter-

face and within the sediment (e.g., Gérino et al., 1995;

Lohrer et al., 2004). Recent experiments highlighted the

impact of these bioturbation processes on denitrification

in sediment (Gilbert et al., 2003), nutrients and oxygen

fluxes (Mermillot-Blondin et al., 2005), xenobiotic fate

(Zoumis et al., 2001; Fones et al., 2004) and changes in

benthic invertebrate (Kearns et al., 1996) and microbe

dynamics (Holmer et al., 1997; Goño-Urriza et al.,

1999).
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Sediment reworking is one of the most important

parameters for the understanding of overall sediment

biogeochemistry (Boudreau, 1997). The quantification

of this process on the basis of diagenetic models (Berner,

1980; Boudreau, 1997) is very well documented and

allows comparison of the intensity of particle transport

process induced by different benthic organisms.

The intensity of sediment mixing can vary according

to different factors such as species lifespan, population

biomass (Matisoff, 1982; Reible et al., 1996; Sandnes et

al., 2000), community vertical distribution (Gérino et

al., 1999), change in community composition and/or

structuration (Duport et al., in press), environmental

factors (Gérino et al., 1998; Mortimer et al., 1999;

Orvain and Sauriau, 2002) and intraspecific variability

within functional groups (Francois et al., 1999).

Changes in sediment mixing intensity can be also

associated to physical processes such as tidal currents

which are able to significantly erode the sediment

surface (e.g., Diaz and Cutter, 2001).

According to the literature, five types of functional

bioturbation groups exhibiting different modes of

sediment mixing may be distinguished: the biodiffusors,

upward conveyors, downward conveyors, regenerators

and gallery-diffusors (Gardner et al., 1987; Gérino,

1992; Francois et al., 1997, 2001).

Recent studies on organisms belonging to the

biodiffusor functional group have shown that changes

in population density influence the intensity of commu-

nity sediment reworking (Sun et al., 1999; Ingalls et al.,

2000; Sandnes et al., 2000). Thus, population density

appears to be an important factor with regard to the

regulation of the intensity of bioturbation processes in

lagoonal and coastal ecosystems which present wide

variations in population density. In order to assess the

importance of this factor in complex ecosystems, it was

essential to know whether the density–reworking

relationship was the same whatever the functional

group considered. The aim of the present work was to

quantify the intensity of sediment mixing induced by

Hediste diversicolor. This muddy sand sediment species

widespread in brackish intertidal areas was chosen as a

species representative of the gallery-diffusor functional

group (Francois et al., 2002).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sampling and experimental setup

In July 2002, sediments and forty fiveH. diversicolor

(individual wet weight: 0.33±0.03 g; mean±SD) were

randomly collected at ∼0.5 m water depth in the Saint-

Antoine Canal. This canal links the Rhone River is

opened to the Carteau Cove (Gulf of Fos) (Fig. 1) near

Marseilles, France. In the laboratory, collected sediments

were sieved through a 250 μm mesh to remove

Fig. 1. Map of sampling site in the Saint-Antoine Canal (Gulf of Fos, France).



macrofauna and large debris, then thoroughly homoge-

nized by gloved hands. Fifteen PVC cores (I.D.: 9.4 cm-

diameter; height: 30 cm) were then filled to a depth of

15 cm with macrofauna-free sediment and placed during

7 days in one aquarium thermostated at 26 °C (in situ

temperature) under a water flow system. At the same

time, the polychaetes were separated from sediment by

gentle elution in seawater. The worms were acclimatized

to experimental conditions for 7 d in a recirculating

seawater aquarium filled with natural sediment. Then, 1,

2, 4 or 8 individuals were added to 12 cores (triplicates),

respectively corresponding to densities of 144, 288, 577,

1153 indiv/m2, which are densities frequently observed

in the sampling area. The three remaining cores without

any macrofauna were used as controls.

2.2. Sediment reworking

We used the luminophore technique (Gérino et al.,

1998) in order to quantify the sediment reworking

activity. One day after the introduction of animals into

the sediment, the overlying water was removed and

fluorescent luminophores (2 g; 125–250 μm diameters)

were deposited at the sediment surface. Then, the water

flow system was re-activated. After 9 days of incuba-

tion, the sediment cores were sectioned (0.5 cm thick

layers). Samples were then freeze-dried, gently crushed

to powder and homogenized. In order to quantify

tracers, sediment subsample (0.15 g) was homoge-

neously spread in a dish (4×4 cm) which was placed

inside a dark box (50×40×40 cm) and illuminated with

a UV light source (wide and constant range of

wavelength). Sediment subsamples were always placed

at the same distance from the light source. One

photograph was taken for each sediment subsample,

using a digital camera (Olympus C-2500L) fixed at the

top of the box. Finally, the surface (pixels number)

occupied by tracers was quantified with an image

analysis software (image J; http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).

2.3. Sediment reworking data modeling

The reaction-diffusion type model used in this paper

to describe luminophore redistribution following macro-

faunal reworking is based on the general diagenetic

equation (Berner, 1980):
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where Q is the quantity of the tracer, t the time, z the

depth, Db the apparent biodiffusion-like coefficient, and

R(Q) the non-continuous displacement of tracer. The

term R(Q) is defined as follows:
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where z1 and z2 define the upper and lower limits of

the tracer redistribution, x and z are depth variables

and r is the biotransport coefficient that is the

percentage of tracer that left the [0, x1] deposit and

was redistributed in the [z1, z2] layer. The redistribu-

tion of tracer between z1 and z2 and the disappearance

of tracer from the 0–z1 layer are respectively described

by Eq. (2a) and (2b). Eq. (2c) indicates that no tracer

movement occurs below z2.

This displacement term was originally exemplified in

a model describing gallery-diffusion of macrofaunal

reworking (Francois et al., 2002). This biological

reworking process describes the diffusive-like mixing

of particles in the region of intense burrowing activity

and the rapid transport of organic and inorganic material

from the upper sediment layers to the lower regions of

reworking (i.e. ‘biotransport’).

According to the experimental conditions, the

following initial conditions were used:

Qðz; 0Þ ¼
Q0 if z a ½x1; x2&
0 else

(

ð3Þ

where [x1; x2] is the tracer deposit layer.

Finally, a zero-flux Neuman boundary condition was

considered:

AQ

Az
ð0; tÞ ¼ limzYþl

AQ

Az
ðz; tÞ ¼ 0 ð4Þ

The application of this bioturbation model to tracer

redistributions allowed the quantification of two particle

mixing coefficients: an apparent biodiffusion-like coef-

ficient Db and a biotransport coefficient r. The

biodiffusion-like coefficient Db takes into account the

diffusion-like transport due to the activity of the

organisms. We assume that the actual concentration

dependent diffusion of tracers is negligible. The

biotransport coefficient (r) represents a non-local

mixing pattern associated with a biologically induced

transfer of particles from one place to another in a

discontinuous pattern (i.e. a non-continuous transport;

Boudreau, 1986; Meysman et al., 2003).



2.4. Data analysis

Luminophore maximum burying depth, biodiffusion-

like (Db) and biotransport coefficient (r) data as a

function of worm density were analyzed by linear

correlation analysis to determine possible density-

dependent relationships. Estimated biodiffusion-like

(Db) and biotransport (r) coefficient rates per worm as

a function of H. diversicolor density were studied by

both linear correlation analysis and 1-way ANOVA to

determine possible density-dependent relationships.

Homogeneity of variances was evaluated using Bartle-

tt's test. When variances were found to be heteroge-

neous, data were square-transformed according to

Underwood (1997) to obtain homoscedastic data.

Differences were accepted as significant at p<0.05.

Pairways testing of means was done with Student–

Newman–Keuls multiple comparison test (SNK).

3. Results

In the controls, 98.4±0.3% of tracers were found in

the deposit layer. Few tracers were detected in the 0.5–

1 cm layer (data not shown). In the inhabited sediment

Fig. 2. Luminophore profiles (mean±SD; n=3) in the inhabited sediments, after 9 days. A: 144 indiv/m2, B: 288 indiv/m2, C: 577 indiv/m2, and D:

1153 indiv/m2.



cores, luminophore profiles (Fig. 2) showed a rapid

exponential decrease of the tracers from the surface to

∼1 cm (for the two lowest densities) or ∼2 cm (for the

two highest densities) depth and then an accumulation

of particles deeper down. Amount of tracers found in the

deposit layer (0–0.5 cm) ranged from 62.2±0.7%

(highest density) to 75.9±8.6% (lowest density). If no

difference between the quantity of tracers remaining in

the deposit layer was noted for the two intermediate

densities: 73.4±8.2% (288 indiv/m2) and 73.6±7.9%

(577 indiv/m2), an increase of burying quantity of

tracers with density was observed overall.

The luminophore maximum burying depth, defined

here as the depth integrating 99% of buried tracers, varied

from 7.0±0.3 to 10.0±2.6 cm (mean±SD, n=3; Fig. 3),

for 1153 indiv/m2 and 144 indiv/m2, respectively. No

significant difference, however, was found between the

four studiedH. diversicolor densities (p>0.05,F=1.678).

Sediment reworking coefficients: biodiffusion-like

(Db) and biotransport (r) calculated from data profiles

(Fig. 4) showed an increase of the biodiffusion-like

coefficient as a function of organism density. Linear

Correlation analysis highlighted a significantly link

between Db, ranging from 1.1±0.1 (lowest density) to

2.0±0.1 cm−2/y (highest density), and density values

(p<0.001, F=41.996, r2=0.78).

The biotransport coefficient also showed an increase

with density. Linear correlation analysis of r, ranging

from 11.4±4.7 (lowest density) to 19.5±0.4 y−1 (highest

density), as a function of density indicated a significant

link between them (p<0.01, F=14.006, r2=0.54).

Taking into account sediment reworking achieved

per worm as a function of density, results showed a

decrease of Db and r per individual with increasing

density (Fig. 5). Db per worm ranged for 1.1±0.1

Fig. 3. Luminophore maximum burying depth as a function of Hediste

diversicolor density. Values are presented as mean±SD for triplicates.

Fig. 4. Apparent biodiffusion-like coefficient (Db) and biotransport

coefficient (r) as a function of Hediste diversicolor density. Values are

presented as mean±SD for triplicates.

Fig. 5. Apparent biodiffusion-like coefficient (Db) and biotransport

coefficient (r) per worm as a function of Hediste diversicolor density.

Values are presented as mean±SD for triplicates.



(lowest density) to 0.2±0.0 cm−2/y (highest density)

and r per worm ranged for 11.4±4.7 (lowest density) to

2.4±0.1 y−1 (highest density). Linear correlation analy-

sis showed a density-relationship between individual Db

intensity and the density (p<0.01, F=18.977, r2=0.68)

and revealed a significant link between individual r and

density values (p<0.05, F=8.14, r2=0.48). Analysis of

variance showed a significant difference between sedi-

ment reworking coefficients per worm, Db (p<0.001,

F=81.23) and r (p=0.015, F=7.29), for the densities

used. Moreover, normalized sediment reworking coeffi-

cients per worm indicated minimum values but insig-

nificantly different for the two highest densities (SNK

test, Table 1).

4. Discussion and conclusions

4.1. H. diversicolor sediment reworking

Luminophore distribution profiles obtained confirmed

that the studied organism belongs to the gallery-diffusor

functional group (Francois, 1999). Main sediment

reworking parameters appeared to be in complete

agreement with the study by Francois et al. (2001) that

described, for H. diversicolor, sediment reworking

regrouping two processes: a biodiffusion-like (Db)

mixing occurring in the surface layer where the gallery

network is dense, and an accumulation of particles in the

gallery bottom resulting from non-local transport (r). This

mode of mixing is explained by organism movements in

the complexU orY shape sedimentary biogenic structures

(Gérino, 1992) and their nutrition mode switching

between suspension and deposit feeder (Riisgard, 1991)

which generate a transport of particles from the surface

layer down to the sediment (Gérino, 1992). Furthermore,

particles drop into the gallery and are transferred down to

the bottom by bioirrigation processes, with a flow of 1–

3 ml/min (Foster-Smith, 1978; Kristensen, 1981; Gérino,

1989). Particles can also be fixed at any level in biogenic

structure walls due to the mucus secreted by H.

diversicolor (Gérino and Stora, 1991; Olivier, 1994;

Peterson et al., 1998). Our results showed tracer

accumulation areas at different depths in the sediment

which corresponded to gallery bottom or horizontal

gallery sections. The more marked accumulation areas

were similar for the three highest densities (from 5 to 7 cm

depth). Moreover, no significant difference in the average

maximum depth of burying tracers was found. Thus,

density did not seem to affect the size and complexity of

gallery structures.

4.2. Density effect on sediment reworking

Statistical results highlighted a significant effect of

density on biodiffusive-like and biotransport processes.

Non-linear density-dependent relationships in sediment

reworking (Db and r) could be explained by trophic and

locomotive behavior changes of the polychaete.

A previous study of H. diversicolor trophic behavior

showed that the polychaete prospecting area was near

the gallery aperture (Esnault et al., 1990). During food

foraging, polychaetes extend 33–50% of their body out

of the burrow (Copland and Brown, 1934; Roe, 1975),

but usually ingest food in burrows (Goerke, 1971a,b).

This behavior of H. diversicolor induces a displacement

of surface particles down to the gallery bottom. If worm

density increases, the whole prospecting area then

increases. Thus, a more significant quantity of tracers

is buried at high density than at low density. We can

realistically consider that there is a linear relationship

between density and reworking when no competition

occurs. On the other hand, a study of N. virens (Miron et

al., 1991), which has similar behavior patterns to H.

diversicolor (Lambert and Retière, 1987; Charrois,

1990; Gilbert et al., 2001), showed individual extension

of the prospecting trophic area near the gallery aperture

when density reached highest density. This enhance-

ment of the prospecting area for food seeking was

explained by trophic competition.

To maintain good irrigation of the burrows (Miron et

al., 1992), notably at high density, shape and size of

galleries are modified (Miron et al., 1991) by worms

during the maintenance phase. Increases in worm

density enhance the instability of the sediment (Luck-

enbach, 1986; De Deckere et al., 2001). So the duration

of the maintenance phase is longer at high density than

at low density (Miron et al., 1992) to maintain good

irrigation inside galleries. Moreover, to optimize

oxygenation of the burrow, Nereidae ventilation activity

was shown to increase with density and so contribute to

enhancement of downward particle transport from the

gallery bottom (Ouellette et al., 2004). During the

Table 1

Pairways testing of Db and r mean coefficient rates per worm with

Student–Newman–Keuls multiple comparison test (SNK)

Densities compared

(indiv/m2)

p

Db (cm2/y/indiv) r (y−1/indiv)

144 vs. 1153 <0.001 0.017

144 vs. 577 <0.001 0.019

144 vs. 288 <0.001 0.093

288 vs. 1153 <0.001 0.133

288 vs. 577 <0.001 0.128

577 vs. 1153 0.314 0.639



maintenance phase, surface particles mixed with mucus

are moved to the burrow lining. Rapid and direct

transfer of surface particles towards the bottom of the

burrow takes place when the worm moves back to its

burrow (Charrois, 1990; Ouellette et al., 2004). Due to

changes in worm behavior induced by density enhance-

ment, the quantity of buried particles in the galleries

increases. Thus, during food seeking, maintenance and

ventilation activities it appears that the polychaetes

generate more intensive sediment reworking at high

density than at low density.

This study of H. diversicolor shows a density-

relationship with sediment mixing. Previous studies

dealing with Echinocardium cordatum (Sandnes et al.,

2000) and Yoldia limatula (Sun et al., 1999; Ingalls et

al., 2000), two species belonging to the biodiffusor

functional group, also showed density-dependent rela-

tionships with sediment mixing. Thus, it appears that

both functional groups show a similar relationship

between density and sediment reworking.

If the overall community sediment reworking

activity was stimulated by the density increase,

however, individual sediment reworking activity (Db

and r per worm) decreased with density enhancement

(Fig. 5).

This reduced individual activity could be explained

by the slowdown of the growth rate of H. diversicolor

at high density (Esnault et al., 1990; Scaps et al.,

1993). But the duration of our experiment did not

seem to be long enough to generate a growth

slowdown. It would be reasonable to suppose,

however, that a trophic adaptation due to the increase

in density might be the main explanation for the

decrease in individual organism activity. Miron et al.

(1991) showed a ∼20% reduction in the duration of

food seeking by an organism (N. virens) with density

enhancement. Furthermore, at high density, the

nearness of organisms induces competition for trophic

resources and territory (interaction between galleries)

which become limiting parameters (Bridges et al.,

1996). To defend their own territory, the combative

behavior of Nereis is enhanced at high density (Miron

et al., 1992). This would reduce their food seeking,

maintenance and ventilation activities and result in a

decrease of omnidirectional mixing (Miron et al.,

1991). This could explain why individual sediment

mixing induced by H. diversicolor decreases with

density. Levinton (1979, 1985) previously showed the

influence of density on feeding rate and crawling

behavior of Hydrobia ventrosa and H. totteni which

decreased above 1 snail/cm
2. Moreover, E. cordatum

and Y. limatula also exhibited a decrease in their

individual mixing activity with density (Sun et al.,

1999; Ingalls et al., 2000; Sandnes et al., 2000).

Our results show that both Db and r per worm

reached minimum values at highest densities (Table 2).

This could indicate the lowest individual activity level

allowing H. diversicolor, under our experimental

conditions, to maintain good sedimentary ecosystem

functioning.

As a previous study has shown (Heilskov and

Holmer, 2001), organic matter mineralization is

stimulated by the presence of burrowing organisms

such as H. diversicolor which improved sediment

ventilation and the O2 requirement. Thus, changes in

the intensity of bioturbation processes induced by

population density could have an influence on the fate

of organic matter. In this way, the model proposed by

Kristensen and Holmer (2001) suggested that organic

matter mineralization was more strongly stimulated by

irrigation than sedimentary reworking above a certain

population density. Nevertheless, both sediment

reworking activity and irrigation increase with density

were necessary for enhancement of total sediment

carbon oxidation due to increased microbial degrada-

tion (Kristensen and Holmer, 2001).

To conclude, our results highlight, for the gallery-

diffusor H. diversicolor, both an increase in community

sediment reworking intensity and a decrease in

individual sediment reworking intensity with density.

This could be explained essentially by bioturbation and

trophic behavior changes.

Density–sediment reworking relationships seem to

be similar whatever the mixing mode, for the two

functional groups considered (biodiffusor, gallery-

diffusor). Nevertheless, this must be confirmed for the

other groups. Also it would be interesting to study the

density–sediment reworking relationships with commu-

nities where interactions between species/functional

groups can occur. Thus, as a result of its implication

in particle transport and organic matter transformation

processes, density appears to be a key parameter in the

functioning of sedimentary ecosystems.

Table 2

Densities regrouping as function of differences in the Db and r mean

coefficient rates per worm obtained with the Student–Newman–Keuls

multiple comparison test (SNK)

Densities (indiv/m2) Db (cm2/y/indiv) r (y−1/indiv)

Mean Groups Mean Groups

144 1.05 A 11.37 A

288 0.64 B 6.43 A B

577 0.31 C 3.20 B

1153 0.24 C 2.44 B
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